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The Opportunity 

Tim Atkin MW, the leading UK wine critic and commentator, admits he 
wished he had never compared the Chilean wine sector to a safe, reliable 
Volvo all those years ago. 

But what it has done is give the modern Chile a benchmark against which it can look back 
and show how far it has come. As Atkin himself wrote in an article in The Guardian way 
back in 2006 when tasting the latest influx of Chilean wines even then: “If these are Volvo 
wines, then I’m a second-hand car dealer.”

But it has arguably been Chile’s long held reputation for producing consistent, dependable 
wines that has helped it become one of the world’s most important wine exporting 
countries. It has certainly helped drive sales and its reputation in the UK. 

The challenge and the opportunity now is how do you move that perception up a few 
notches so that it is more in line with both the great value wines that Chile still produces 
in vast amounts, but also all the wines it has at every level of a wine list. Indeed its super 
premium wines, have given even Bordeaux first growths a run for their money in blind 
tastings.

Much of that success in recent years has been attributed to matching varieties to their 
most appropriate terroirs across the country. This, in turn, has helped raise the profiles 
and opportunities for new and emerging wine regions, reflected in the addition of a 
number of new regional descriptors such as Costa and Andes. 

But for all the work that has gone on in the vineyards there is still a knowledge and 
understanding gap amongst key international buyers and sommeliers about what the real 
Chile is now about. 

Yes, Chile has made great inroads into the main on-trade channels, but too often it is only 
in the house wine, and one price point up that Chile has made its mark. 

For all the Gold medals and award winning performances at historic tastings, premium 
Chilean wines of £70 upwards are harder to find on prestigious restaurant wine list.

Objectives
 
To try to unravel and understand Chile’s position in the premium on-trade, The Buyer 
teamed up with Ellis Wines and its Chilean producer partner, Chono Wines, to bring 
together a group of senior wine trade professionals, buyers and professionals. Those 
tasked with sourcing, tasting and selecting wines for their lists every week of the year.

The objectives for the debate were clear:

• To get the personal insights and thoughts of leading buyers and sommeliers about 
how they see the Chilean wine sector. 

• What are the styles of Chilean wine that they are currently putting on their lists 
and why? 

• What is their understanding of the different quality cues of Chilean wine from 
alternative wine regions and terroirs? 

• How does Chile compare to other New World countries? 

• and what styles of wine on a wine list would Chile need to replace in order to get a 
listing? 

• Allow fellow buyers to hear from each other, share experiences and hopefully get a 
wider understanding of the Chilean opportunity in the premium on-trade. 

• Introduce and present different regional styles of Chilean wine that could be 
suitable for their respective lists.

Chono Wines  

Named after the indigenous Chono tribe, who were described by Darwin as ‘one of the 
bravest native tribes’, they were well known for having a passion for life and for nature. 
This passion was the inspiration behind Chono which is a project designed to showcase 
wines expressive of the region where they thrive the best. Created by Alvaro Espinoza 
in 2004, Chono wines are carefully selected, single vineyard varietals from some unique 
terroirs in Chile with the aim of producing wines which focus on quality over quantity.
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Olivier Gasselin, senior, experienced sommelier and 
wine operations manager at the Hakkasan Group 
who has worked with the company both in London 
and the Middle East and Asia. He has also been 
head sommelier at Marc Restaurants and Terence 
Conran restaurants. 

Harry Crowther, wine consultant for restaurants 
and bars, currently working with Living Ventures 
and The Alchemist. Also runs his own training 
programmes for restaurants and bar tenders under 
the Grain to Grape banner and runs his own blog 
at grapetimes.co.uk.  

Anita Jackson, head of Wines of Chile in the UK, 
who is responsible for promoting, marketing and 
educating both the trade and consumers about the 
advances and opportunities with Chilean wine. 

Kelvin McCabe, group head sommelier at 
Adam Handling Group of restaurants, is widely 
experienced and prior to joining Adam Handling 
was head sommelier at Zuma. He is on Instagram 
at @sommelierlifelondon. 

Martin Lam, former restaurateur, most famously 
for Ransome’s Dock, turned restaurant and wine 
consultant, with key customers including the Zetter 
Group. Find out more at martinlam.co.uk. 

The Panel

To help Chono Wines and Ellis Wines have a better 
understanding of what sommeliers and key buyers 
think are the main challenges and opportunities 
for Chilean wine in the on-trade, The Buyer 
brought together the following panelists to take 
part in our Chile Roundtable debate. 
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Helena Nicklin, head of content at Winerist, which 
specialises in offering wine tours and experiences 
for consumers at wineries all over the world. She 
also runs her own award-winning blog and social 
media at WineBird.co.uk. 

Camilio Viani, Chono’s chief winemaker who has 
worked for a number of major Chilean producers 
including Viña Casas del Bosque, ViñaMar, VIA 
Wines and in 2016 was named enological manager 
of Viña Sutil. 

Julient Sahut, head sommelier at Sexy Fish, 
formerly at China Tang at The Dorchester. He is 
also co-founder of Wine Picker that is a new app to 
act as a digital sommelier offering consumers wine 
advice and food pairing choices.

Lenart Cernelic, head of the wine store at M 
Restaurant Victoria, who has responsibility for both 
retail and on-trade sales at M. Previously he has 
worked as sommelier Sketch Restaurants & Bars. 

Rupert Lovie, head of marketing at Ellis Wines, has 
wide experience working across a number of leading 
UK wine companies suppliers and distributors 
including Hatch Mansfield, Sogrape Wines.

Sebastian Alvial, commercial director at Viña Sutil 
with direct responsiblilty for Chono Wines has 
wide experience working in exports for Chilean 
wines with previous roles at  Viña Montes and VIA 
Wines. 
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Panel Debate 

When it comes to debating the future of Chilean wine in the UK, there is no point in 
getting ahead of yourself. First things first, we have to address what is both Chile’s great 
strength, but also its weakness, concedes Anita Jackson, head of Wines of Chile in the  
UK, and that’s the issue of value. 

While Chile is renowned for offering excellent value for money, this can also, ironically, 
be its Achilles Heel, she says. “The word value can be both positive and negative,” she 
points out.  

Which is something that Kelvin McCabe, group head sommelier at Adam Sandling 
restaurants can testify to: “There is some definite resistance amongst our customers to 
Chilean wines,” he confirms. There is very much an attitude of ‘oh no, it’s Chilean, it’s 
supermarket wine’. But as soon as you start telling customers about the story behind the 
wines and the terroir, and you get them to taste the wines, the response is great. I’ve been 
selling an Atacama Pinot Noir, for example, and the response has been fantastic.”

Wine consultant Harry Crowther, who is working with Living Ventures and Alchemist 
group on their wines lists and staff training, believes the best way of tackling these 
prejudices is via education, both within the industry and amongst consumers. “Chile has 
a wealth of varieties, and the balance is there in terms of what’s on offer, but it’s all about 
education and confidence,” he stresses. “We need to ensure staff and sommeliers are well 
trained, and we need to better engage with consumers too.”

“Value isn’t all about price,” insists  Rupert Lovie, Ellis Wines’ head of marketing, who 
reports sales of entry level Chilean wines have been plateauing while all the growth is 
coming from its premium pricing levels.  “We need to educate people that Chile can offer 
value at all levels,” he says.  “If you pay £50 you will get a wine that will deliver.”

He adds: “I think its up to us to offer education to consumers. We need to communicate 
with them, so we can sell to them by stories such as this is great because it comes from 
here. These are wines with a terroir background and they need that background in order 
for them to be sold at these prices.”
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Varietal expression 

Which means going back to the soils, says Camilio Viani, Chono’s chief winemaker: “Our 
oenological work is founded upon the firm belief that the truth is in the origin. Special 
vinification practices and ongoing experimentation are aimed at naturally obtaining the 
best varietal expression, as only our land can provide,” he explains. 

This is the route, he adds, that many Chilean winemakers are now pursuing, aligning 
themselves more closely with their terroir and finding the most appropriate vine and 
variety that works there. 

Chono Wines, for example, is producing grapes for its wines from all over the country. 
“We make our wines from vines that stretch 900kms  from the very north to the south,” 
says Viani. 

“I remember Limari and Syrah coming on the scene about 10 to 15 years ago, when it 
was one of the first regions other than Casablanca and Sauvignon Blanc where they put 
forward a very strong message, that Syrah from this region tastes like this and it’s good,” 
says Lovie. “They are probably reaping the benefits of that now.

“Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc and Argentina’s Malbec sell by the bucket load, and 
Limari and Syrah knit together quite well. We need to explain why a certain variety 
is good because it comes from where it does. It’s all about communication and I think 
Limari’s Syrah is a success in that regard,” adds Lovie.

As Viani explains you go to different parts of the country to find grapes with certain styles 
and characteristics. Like Maule, which has more of a Meditteranean climate and older 
vineyards, or Colchagua in the middle of the country, which is particularly strong for red 
varietals. 

“We have lots of micro climates in Chile that we can look to use,” he adds. “But absolutely 
the idea is to find the best place for each variety.”

With such different styles of grapes, grown in all these various climates, it is also important 
to experiment with how you turn them into wine. So at Chono they are happy to look 
at different approaches, be it cold soaks, carbolic maceration, open top tanks and push 
downs. Whatever they think can give their wines a little extra edge. 
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It is something the country needs to talk a lot more about says Sebastian Alvial, commercial 
director at Chono.

“We need to explain Chile more to people. Our culture, our geography, our climate and 
how the fact our country is so long and thin and what influence that then has on the 
wines and the different styles of wine we have,” he explains. 

Restaurant and wine consultant, Martin Lam, admires and shares the ambition for Chile, 
but fears it “will be an awful long time before you are able to educate the public about the 
diversity and geography of Chile”.  “Just in the same way that people don’t understand the 
geography of Spain or Italy either,” he adds. 

Opportunities for Sauvignon Blanc

One of Chile’s greatest export stories has been with Sauvignon Blanc. It now accounts for 
over a quarter - 26% - of Chile’s retail sales in the UK. But Chile has not been able to get 
as much success for Sauvignon Blanc in the on-trade, particularly at the premium end. 

Lam believes it is a huge opportunity for Chile, particularly for restaurants where 
customers are not that interested in the provenance, or at least the country, where it 
comes from. 

“They may choose a South African Sauvignon Blanc, but they’re not buying it because 
it’s South African, they’re buying it because it’s Sauvignon Blanc,” he claims.  If a client 
insists on having a New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc on the list, then he will oblige with 
sourcing a premium brand like Greywacke. “But if more people took a leap of faith 
then they would find Sauvignon Blanc from Leyda or Limari is also really good. Don’t 
give your customers the choice of a Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc, give them a Chilean 
variety instead. They will buy it because they want Sauvignon Blanc, and when they drink 
it they will be happy.”

Jackson at Wines of Chile is only too aware of the issue but says it is a hard battle to turn 
around as “Sauvignon Blanc is the brand and New Zealand is the go-to country. Chile 
has never been on the radar.”

But she concedes “there is a huge opportunity there”. “There are consumers who want to 
trade up and have a certain amount of money to spend that Chile can satifsy.”
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Getting onto more lists 

Lam agrees that the quality is there, it’s just a matter of getting the wine onto more lists. 
“I think we are all convinced that the product is there in the bottle. It’s not a question of 
saying to winemakers to cut down on your residual sugar or whatever, the wines are very 
good, as is the packaging, it’s just getting it onto wine lists that’s the problem.”

He adds: “There is more wine from Chile available in the UK than ever before, but the 
on-trade has been the slowest to catch on. There are some people who are believers and 
who are pushing the diversity of Chile, but generally speaking I have to sneak, say a 
Chilean Chardonnay into a tasting, that’s the prejudice we’re still stuck with.” 

But it’s certainly not a losing battle, he stresses: “The body of wine is there. I’ve no doubt 
of the excitement within the Chilean industry, but we have some catching up to do, and 
to persuade people to spend £40 to $50? on a bottle of Chilean wine in a restaurant, when 
they are more likely to go for an Australian wine which they are more familiar with.”

But even when a client agrees to list a Chilean Sauvignon, all too often it falls into the 
value offering on a list, rather than the more ambitious premium options. 

McCabe concedes he hasn’t listed a Chilean Sauvignon Blanc for over 10 years - but then 
again he does not list a New Zealand version either. Instead he has preferred to go with a 
South African Sauvignon which sells for £55 a bottle or £9 a glass.  

“But if a winery did something good at the right price point it doesn’t matter if its South 
African or Australian or Chilean - if it’s good it will sell,” he stresses. 

Crowther says he can see why it must be frustrating for the Chilean wine industry to 
still be working hard to justify its premium positioning. “Eduardo Chadwich has blown 
everyone away for years with his series of Berlin tastings.”
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Diversity over single varieties 

A growing number of producers and commentators within the Chilean wine industry 
believe it would be better served by highlighting the wide variety of grapes grown in the 
country, rather than focusing on single varieties and regions. Particularly as it can lay 
claim to having 77 varieties of grapes grown in the country at the last count. It’s certainly 
no “one trick pony,” confirms Jackson.

Varieties that have been grown in Chile for over a century, points out Lam. “It’s not 
like Australia where adoption of Italian varieties since the 1950’s has taken root - quite 
literally,” he says. “Chile has these old varieties that are being rediscovered, and it’s 
almost a counterbalance to the massive industry of Chilean wines. What’s happening 
in and around Concepcion, for example, is never going to be huge, it’s all about smaller 
producers. But that gives us more ammunition and it’s important to have it in the UK 
market.

“Look at Pais, for example - it was drunk as a simple table wine, but now in the hands of 
great winemakers it is something exciting and different.”

McCabe agrees that focusing on Chile’s diversity is the best approach for Chile to boost 
its presence in the premium on-trade. “Look at Australia and all its varieties. I think that 
is the best way forward rather than thinking of Chile as offering one style.” 

That said he concedes most consumers are currently unaware of the diversity of Chilean 
wine, and that it is not just “big factory wines” as he dubs them, but a number of smaller 
producers offering different styles. “I think there is definitely space in the sub-£100 
bracket for a Chilean Cinsault,” he says. 

Lam believes Chile has to take things one step at a time, and manage its own expectations 
about how far it can go over a longer period of time. But pushing the premium message is 
certainly the way to go. “I’m delighted that there is a move towards more premium wine 
in Chile,” he says.

While offering a wide number of styles and varieties can be a good thing it can also be 
confusing for consumer, warns Julien Sahut , sommelier at Sexy Fish. “Most people can 
understand a Pinot Noir, or a Chardonnay, but some of these less well known varieties 
can confuse people,” he says. 
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Selling Chilean wine 

So with so many challenges, and opportunities, what is the best way to sell and introduce 
Chilean wine to on-trade customer, particularly given all the different regions, varietals 
and styles?

Lenart Cernelic, wine manager at M Restaurant, which also sells bottles of wine at retail 
prices for customers to take away, is well placed to see how on and off-trade sales differ: 
“In retail people mainly want good value Merlot,” he says, “but in the restaurant they 
want something a little bit more premium.”

The big challenge for him are the wines in between. “It’s the mid-range that does’t get 
touched. I am trying to get more premium Chilean wine into the retail side as well 
though, which is something I try to do with all the up and coming regions, such as 
Hungary for example. I don’t want to go cheap because if people try entry level stuff, 
that’s why they will then judge the entire country’s wine on, and it makes it very difficult 
for everyone to move forward.”

But he also cautions against ignoring or trying to move away from your “value for money” 
wine drinker. He cites the example of a customer who only drinks Chilean Merlot, because 
it’s simple and he understands it. “Look at other countries - Bordeaux, for example, have 
made it simple by ranking their wine on price, which is why English consumers like 
it because they understand it. Whereas Burgundy is too complicated, with too much 
around the concept of terroir.”

He says his best-selling Chilean wine in retail is a £49 Syrah, while in the restaurant, it’s 
a Chardonnay priced at £140. 
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Food friendly wines

Pushing Pinot Noir 

A good selling point of Chilean wine, claims Olivier Gasselin, head sommelier at 
Hakasaan, is that it pairs exceptionally well with food. “The perception is that wines 
of Chile offer great value for money - and they do. But they also offer a lot of purity 
and finesse, and one of the interesting things about Chilean wines is that they are food 
friendly - the fruit and the wine work well together.”

It’s why Chile and Chilean Sauvignon Blanc in particular, have been backbone wines in 
Hakkasan for years.

This has much to do with the evolving style of Chilean winemaking over the past ten 
to 15 years, according to Crowther. “Back then winemakers used a lot more oak, and 
the wines were much more buttery with less acidity. Now they are producing fresher 
brighter wines with more acidity and minerality, and they are now very food friendly 
wines compared to ten years ago. 

This style is also proving particularly popular in Denmark, Scandinavia and New Zealand, 
reports Jackson. 

In an ideal world customers would come into the restaurant or wine store and actually 
ask for a Chilean wine, which at the moment isn’t happening, says Cernelic. “People don’t 
come in and ask for a Chilean wine, they ask for a Pinot Noir for about £30,” he adds. 
“New Zealand is successful because consumers know exactly what to expect, as they do 
with French and Italian wines. But with Chile, people are still not sure exactly what’s 
behind it.” 

He believes highlighting Chilean culture and associating it with its wine would be a 
useful means for consumers to better understand it. “Argentinean wine makes you want 
to tango, Italian wine is going to be something sociable, so if we could get Chilean culture 
to take a step forwards, that may help,” he says.

Chono’s best-selling wine in the UK is its Casablanca Pinot Noir, which Chile produces 
in small but growing quantities.

The panel agreed that Chilean red wines are also faced with the same identity issue. What 
are you actually going to get? 

Like Pinot Noir? asks Lam. “It can be this slightly schizophrenic cheap as chips quaffing 
red wine which doesn’t do a great deal other than provide affordable drinking, and then 
there is some very serious stuff,” says Lam. “And Casablanca is still ahead of everywhere 
else with Leyda coming up very fast behind it, followed by Limari.”

Carmenere is another grape widely grown in Chile which has fallen off the radar somewhat 
in recent years, despite being a very food friendly wine. “I’m not sure why it’s fallen out 
of favour, possibly because people were talking more about Pinot Noir,” says Jackson. “It 
was very sugary and a bit of a marmite wine - a lot of people didn’t like it. But it’s getting 
better and better, and consumers are returning to it. 
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Next steps

Wines tastedThe debate kept returning to the central theme of what are the next steps for Chile to 
push and maintain its premium message to UK sommeliers, buyers and their customers. 

Although Lam agrees it is absolutely the right way to go, it is not without its problems. 
“I’ve always struggled with pricing super premium Chile. Even in Santiago some wines are 
eye wateringly expensive. Particularly when you compare them to European equivalents I 
think there are some that are more of a vanity projects on the part of the owners. 

“Premium level is absolutely fine, but the super premium stuff I don’t see how you can 
compete in an international market where wines would be £200 - £300 on a list. There 
will always be someone who will buy them to show off.  The conclusion I’ve come to is 
to convince consumers that they are going to benefit from trading up. We know that but 
we need to convince them that trading up is going to benefit their drinking pleasure.  We 
need to offer a wine experience way beyond what they think Chile is producing

 “If we can’t convince the sommelier then it is going to be difficult. We have very nice 
premium wines, but we are not France and we need to convince sommeliers we have 
quality and if we can’t do that then it’s going to be difficult,” concedes Jackson.

“For the on trade it’s getting sommeliers and buyers out there and getting them excited, 
so they come back and tell the story. I’m not knocking older sommeliers, but there is a 
prejudice amongst some that Chile is cheap house wine. We are addressing it, but it’s a 
tough call.”  

“Focused portfolio tastings, such as the New Wave South African tasting I went to 
recently might help,” says Crowther. “Not just a given country, but a given region, or 
the best from a certain region or grape. Australia, for example, have done a fantastic job 
of this in the past few years of getting the sommeliers and buyers in and then that filters 
down to consumers.”

Focusing on the new and different is the way to attract and educate sommeliers, says 
McCabe, who also pointed to Australia and the interest there is in the producers working 
with Italian varieties. 

CHONO SAUVIGNON BLANC LEYDA VALLEY

CHONO PINOT NOIR  
CASABLANCA VALLEY

CHONO CHARDONNAY  
CASABLANCA VALLEY

CHONO CARMENERE  
COLCHAGUA VALLEY

CHONO SAN LORENZO BLEND 
MAIPO VALLEY

CHONO SYRAH LIMARI VALLEY

CHONO CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
MAIPO VALLEY
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